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 The Teacher Certification System is a national wide legislated professional
teacher qualification system. Teacher certification is the basic requirement for
people in the education, and the pre-requirement for a citizen to be qualified for
teacher position and practice. The “Liang Xue” exam, that is the examinations of
the two courses, Education and Educational Psychology, is required to take for
the certification. Followed by social development and the elevation of teacher
profession in public, the scale of the Teacher Certification test become larger and
larger, the number of test takers increased gradually. The Guizhou Teacher
Certification Test Service System is an internet based B/S test service system.
The goals of the system are to better serve the test takers, staff and management
department, and to improve the efficiency of the teacher certification test
management.
This thesis focuses on research of the development of the Guizhou Teacher
Certification Test Service System with VS 2005, C#, ASP.NET 2.0, SQL Server
2005 under the .NET platform. The system is B/S based. The design and
development of the application system involve following steps in this thesis.
Part I, system analysis: The requirements of the system and specific business
processes were analyzed from multiple perspectives with the use of Rose and
UML model building technique. This phase is the base for the follow-up program
design.
Part II, database design: The database model building and design was
implemented with PowerDesign. The access to database takes an import position
in the data centered information system. The database access classes were
designed followed the traditional OOA idea.
Part III, system implementation: This part focuses on the implementation of the













progress monitoring, generation of test admission ticket number, room number
and seat number, test results release, certification printing, and background
management sub-module of the system. 
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